The crystal structure of the paired homeodomain bound to DNA as a cooperative dimer has been determined to 2.0 .a. resolution. Direct contacts between each homeodomain and the DNA are similar to those described previously. In addition, an extensive network of water molecules mediates contacts between the recognition helix and the DNA major groove. Several symmetrical contacts between the two homeodomains underlie the cooperative interaction, and deformations in the DNA structure are necessary for the establishment of these contacts. Comparison with structures of homeodomains bound monomerically to DNA suggests that the binding of a single paired homeodomain can introduce these DNA distortions, thus preparing a template for the cooperative interaction with a second homeodomain. This study shows how the paired (Pax) class homeodomains have achieved cooperativity in DNA binding without the assistance of other domains, thereby enabling the recognition of target sequences that are long enough to ensure specificity.
Introduction
The homeodomain is one of the most widespread DNAbinding motifs in eukaryotes and plays a particularly critical role in developmental patterning and differentiation. It is capable of recognizing specific DNA sequences with high affinity as a monomer . These sequences, however, are only 5-6 bp long, and diverse homeodomains encoding entirely different biological functions can recognize very similar DNA sequences, usually bearing a TAAT core (for review see Treisman et al., 1992; Gehring et al., 1994) . Targeting of homeoproteins to correct promoters must therefore principally arise through interactions with other proteins (Hayashi and Scott, 1990) , the most common manifestation of this being dimerization and/or cooperative DNA binding between homeodomain proteins (for review see White, 1994) . The ability of homeodomain proteins to interact with each other has now been observed in almost all major homeodomain sequence classes, including HOX, paired/Pax, POU, and LIM, as well as the members of several smaller classes (engrailed, CAD, and PBX) and some very divergent examples (for review see Wilson and Desplan, 1995) .
Homeodomains bound to DNA as monomers have been the subject of all previous structure determinations. Unlike the cases of cooperative DNA binding/dimerization from homeoproteins outside of the paired class, in which domains extrinsic to the homeodomain are required, the paired class homeodomains can rely entirely on the conserved 60 amino acid homeodomain to achieve cooperativity (Wilson et al., 1993) . In this report, we address the structural basis of cooperative DNA binding by the paired class of homeodomains, which is one of the largest classes. It includes the Pax proteins, which possess a second DNA-binding domain, the "paired domain" (Bopp et al., 1986; Treisman et al., 1991) , and other members that have no other DNA-binding domain (such as the Phox/ Mhox genes, the Otx genes, goosecoid, aristaless, repo, etc.; for review see BL~rglin, 1995) . All tested members of this class can bind cooperatively as homo-or heterodimers to a palindromic DNA site of the sequence TAATYN-RATTA (Y is C or T; R is A or G; N is any nucleotide), which we call "P3" because 3 bp separate the two inverted TAAT core sequences (Wilson et al., 1993 ; see also Schafer et al., 1994; Czerny and Busslinger, 1995; Underhill et al., 1995) . The palindromic recognition sites exist in promoters/enhancers of several genetic targets of the paired gene, and a P3 sequence has been implicated in regulation of gooseberry by paired (Li and Noll, 1994) . P3 sites play an important role in the activation of rhodopsin genes, possibly due to the cooperative DNA binding by the paired class homeodomain protein Pax-6 (Mismer and Rubin, 1989; Halder et al., 1995; Czerny and Busslinger, 1995) .
In this study, we wished to understand how homeodomains of the paired class achieve cooperative DNA binding to the P3 site and why this property is specific to this class. The paired homeodomain binds with -50-fold cooperativity to the P3 site. This homeodomain has a serine at a critical position for DNA sequence recognition, position 50 (Table 1; for review see Treisman et al., 1992) . However, the presence of glutamine at this position (Gin-50) increases the cooperativity of paired and other paired class homeodomains by -4-fold (Wilson et al., 1993) . We therefore made the single Ser-50--GIn mutation in the paired homeodomain in preparation for structural studies. This protein serves as a model for those homeodomains that normally bear a Gin-50 (the Phox/Mhox proteins, Siamois, Mix-l, aristaless, repo, etc.) , which allows them to bind to DNA with the highest observable cooperativity, as much as 300-fold (Wilson et al., 1993) . We now report the high resolution (2.0,~) crystal structure of the paired Gin-50 homeodomain bound to the P3 DNA site. Our analysis reveals interactions between the two homeodomains involving residues that are highly conserved in the paired class, indicating that the structure reported here serves as a model for the cooperative DNA binding by all paired class homeodomains. The structure also serves as a high resolution model that should be broadly applicable to other homeodomains. 
Amino acid sequences of paired class homeodomains that have been shown to dimerize cooperatively on the P3 binding site. Demonstration of cooperativity for paired, paired Gin-50, gooseberry, Mix-l, and goosecoid was shown by Wilson et al. (1993) and for Pax-6 by Czerny and Busslinger (1995) , and we have shown that Phox-1 also binds with high cooperativity to the P3 site (D. S. W. and C. D., unpublished data). Asterisks mark amino acid positions that are highly conserved in the paired class.
Results and Discussion

Structure Determination and Refinement
The paired Gin-50 homeodomain was crystallized with the P3 duplex DNA oligonucleotide
The crystals (space group C222~; a = 72.21 ,~,, b = 146.89 ,~, c = 77.23 ,~,) diffract X-rays to at least 1.7 h, Bragg spacings when flash cooled to 100 K. The structure was determined by the multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR) at 2.5 ~, resolution and has currently been refined against native data to 2.0 ,~ resolution. The asymmetric unit includes one complete complex containing two homeodomains bound to one duplex DNA and a second complex in which the pseudotwofold axis of the complex is coincident with a crystallographic twofold axis. The positions of iodine labels on the DNA indicate that the DNA in the crystallographically intact complex is also twofold averaged about its pseudotwofold axis (discussed in detail in the Experimental Procedures). The model therefore includes three crystallographically independent homeodom a i n -D N A interfaces and two independent homeodom a i n -h o m e o d o m a i n interfaces. Because the electron density is stronger and the thermal parameters lower for the intact complex than for the bisected one, we restrict all further discussion to the two homeodomains in the former duplex, except where noted. The final model includes 254 water molecules and has been refined to an R value of 0.197 and a free R value (BrL~nger, 1993) of 0.270, using data from 6.0-2.0 ,~.
Structure of the Cooperative Homeodomain Dimer on the P3 Site
The complex shows a head-to-head arrangement of two h o m e o d o m a i n s on the palindromic DNA site (Figure la) . Each homeodomain is composed of three a helices: helix I (residues 10-22), helix II (residues 28-37), and helix Ill, the "recognition helix" (residue 42 to the C-terminus).
These helices are preceded by the "N-terminal arm" (Kissinger et al., 1990) , which extends from the first to the Figure 1 . TheStructureofthePairedGIn-50HomeodomainCoopera-tive Dimer on the P3 Site (a) The DNA is in space-filling representation, with the phosphoribose backbone in green and the bases in blue. The homeodomains, represented by ribbons approximating the polypeptide backbone, are colored red and yellow. (b) A view rotated by about 90 ° along the DNA axis, showing the DNA backbone in blue, the base pairs in white, and the two homeodomains. The arrows indicate the 21 ° bend in the DNA. The angle of the bend was calculated by superimposing the terminal 3 bp at each end of the duplex with a model of ideal B-form DNA. The angle between the long axes of these two B-form models was taken to be the bending angle. (c) The molecular surface of the homeodomain dimer, as viewed after a 180 ° rotation about the DNA axis from the view in (a), generated using the program GRASP (A. Nicholls and B. Honig). The DNA backbone is shown as a pair of ribbons. The molecular surface for the pair of homeodomains is largely continuous across the boundary between them. The protein backbone, indicated by ribbons, is shown beneath the transparent surface. The N-and C-termini are marked for each protein in (a) and (c).
ninth residue and does not conform to regular secondary structure. Each homeodomain makes about 33 hydrogenbonding and electrostatic contacts (including those mediated by about 13 water molecules) with a region of DNA that extends over 11 bp (Figure 2) , and a 6 bp region is involved in sequence-specific contacts. The two proteins approach each other such that the N-terminal arm of one homeodomain interacts with the beginning of helix II of the other, and the N-termini of the recognition helices (helix III) approach each other (Figure la 
Comparison with Previous Homeodomain Structures
The paired homeodomain is structurally very similar to other homeodomains of known structure, Antennapedia (Qian et al., 1989; Biileter et al., 1993) , engrailed (Kissinger et al., 1990) , ~2 (Wolberger et al., 1991) , and Oct-1 (Klemm et al., 1994) , with a root-mean-square (rms) deviation in main chain atoms (residues 8-56) of 0.6 ,~ from the engrailed homeodomain structure, for instance. Alignment of the paired and engrailed homeodomains results in close superimposition of the associated TAAT sequence (with an rms deviation of 1.24 ,~ for all atoms). Therefore, the present high resolution crystallographic analysis may serve as a model for all homeodomains that bind to TAAT sequences.
DNA Sequence Recognition
The interaction between each paired homeodomain and its associated TAAT core sequence (Figure 2 ) is similar to that observed previously for other homeodomains (Kissinger et al., 1990; Billeter et al., 1993; Klemm et al., 1994) . The sequence-specific interactions occur through two regions of the protein, the recognition helix and the N-terminal arm.
The recognition helix is inserted into the major groove of the DNA, allowing two residues (Val-47 and Asn-51) to make direct contacts with two bases (Kissinger et al., 1990) . However, the other bases in this region do not form intimate contacts with the recognition helix, but rather are separated from it by a cavity (Billeter et al., 1993) . Nuclear magnetic resonance analysis of the Antennapedia homeodomain bound to DNA demonstrated the solvation of residues within this interface, suggesting that the recognition helix makes sequence-specific interactions indirectly, by contacting water molecules that in turn interact with bases in the major groove Billeter et al., 1993) . The crystal structure of the paired homeodomain reveals a surprisingly extensive shell of crystallographically orde red water molecules at the interface between the recognition helix and the major groove (Figure 3a) . These water molecules are observed in both of the paired homeodomain-DNA interfaces and correspond to electron density features that are consistently present, even in maps calculated after subjecting the model (without these waters) to simu- lated annealing refinement to minimize phase bias (Hodel et al., 1992) . The average temperature factor of the water molecules shown in Figure 3a is 38 ,~,2 (Table 2) , which is the same as the average for all atoms in the model. These solvent molecules collectively make numerous hydrogen bonds to both the protein and the DNA, as well as to each other. That water can mediate important sequencespecific protein-DNA interactions has been shown previously for the tryptophan represser-operator complex (Otwinowski et al., 1988) . The invariant residue Asn-51 makes two direct hydrogen bonds with the adenine at position 3, top strand ( Table 2 . The homeodomain is shown as ribbon structure and the DNA as a stick model. Water molecules are represented by red spheres. The side chains of Val-47, Gin-50, and Asn-51 are shown as white sticks. The 5'-TAAT-3' sequence progresses from top to bottom as marked. The green netting shows the [IFol -IFcll electron density map contoured at 2.80. The map was calculated using phases generated from a model obtained by removing the 18 water molecules shown, followed by randomization of all the coordinates (rms displacement = 0.5 ~.) in the model, which increased the R value to 0.35, and rerefinement to an R value of 0.22. Comparable electron density peaks are also observed at the other homeodomain-DNA interface for all except two (see Table 2 ) of these water molecules. (b) shows the recognition helix backbone as a green ribbon, with its N-terminus toward the viewer. The DNA, in gray, is shown with the major groove facing the recognition helix, and the "top strand" in the foreground, with the 5' to 3' direction of this strand running from top to bottom. The interactions are described in the text. Hydrophobic interactions between methyl groups on T4 and T6 (shown in green) and the protein are described in the text, but are not explicitly shown• (c) shows a gel mobility shift experiment, comparing the relative binding affinity of the paired Gin-50 (Q50) and paired Ala-50 (A50) homeodomains for the two DNA sequences, TAATCA and TAACGA. The paired Gin-50 homeodomain binds to the TAATCA probe better than the TAACGA probe. Gin-50 is partially responsible for this preference, as shown by the comparison with the paired Ala-50 homeodomain peptide. (Kissinger et al., 1990; Wolberger et al., 1991; Klemm et al., 1994) . This side chain is relatively well ordered (average B factor for side chain atoms in both homeodomains = 25 ,~2) and in the same conformation as observed in the earlier crystal structures• This interaction constitutes the only direct hydrogen bonding between the protein and the base pairs in the major groove (Kissinger et al., 1990) . In addition to the direct interactions with A3, this side chain also interacts with T4 via its amide oxygen and a water molecule (Figure 3b ).
Position 50 has been shown to be critical for conferring different DNA binding specificities onto homeodomains (for review see Treisman et al., 1992) . The paired homeodomain normally possesses a serine at this position, whereas most homeodomains have a glutamine at this position. In our structure of a paired Gin-50 homeodomain, this glutamine hydrogen bonds to at least two water molecules, one of which can also hydrogen bond to Asn-51 and T4 (top strand), and the other of which hydrogen bonds to the 0 6 of G5 (bottom strand). The Gin-50 side chain is relatively well ordered (average temperatu re factor of side chain atoms = 32 A 2) and is in the same conformation in both paired homeodomains and in the engrailed homeodomain structure (Kissinger et al., 1990) . In this conformation, there is no possibility for direct hydrogen bonding with the bases, but a van der Waals contact with the methyl group of T6 is observed (see also Kissinger et al., 1990) .
Although the paired homeodomain makes no direct hydrogen bonds to base pairs 4 or 5, mutation of these base pairs (TAATCA to TAACGA) results in a 42.8-fold (_+ 4.6 [standard error of the mean]; n = 5) reduction in binding activity (Figure 3c ), demonstrating the importance of water-mediated and van der Waals contacts for specificity• These measurements were made using single (nonpalindromic) TAAT sites• Because Gin-50 interacts via water molecules with base pairs 4 and 5, we mutated the Gin-50 side chain to alanine and determined the relative binding affinity of this mutant homeodomain for the two sites. The Ala-50 homeodomain retained a preference for the TAATCA site over the TAAC__G_GA site, but to a 5.2-fold (_+.+ 0.2, n = The 18 water molecules listed are identical to those shown in Figure  3a . The numbering corresponds to that used in Figures 2 and 3b . All of the 18 water molecules listed here, with the exception of numbers 2 and 3, were clearly observed in both paired homeodomain-DNA interfaces and were verified in simulated annealing-omit maps. The measurement of distances between equivalent waters in the two recognition helix-DNA interfaces was based on structural alignment using homeodomain main chain atoms from residues 5-58. The rms deviation for water molecules is the same as that for DNA atoms (following the same structural alignment). 5) lesser degree. The other water-mediated and van der Waals contacts must explain the remaining selectivity by the paired Ala-50 homeodomain (see also Ades and Sauer, 1994) . The N-terminal arm may have a more substantial role in sequence recognition than could be discerned previously and may contribute to the specific recognition of the entire TAAT motif. The arm is draped along the phosphoribose backbone of the top strand, and two arginine side chains, at positions 2 and 5, insinuate into the minor groove ( Figure  4) . The conformation of the arm from residues 2 -8 is nearly identical to that of the Oct-1 homeodomain (Klemm et al., 1994) , suggesting that its conformation is not altered considerably by its interaction with the other homeodomain. Arg-5 makes a charged hydrogen bond with the 0 2 of T1 and also a water-mediated hydrogen bond with the N3 of the adenine at the same position on the bottom strand. Arg-2 interacts electrostatically with both the 0 2 of T2 (bottom strand) and the N3 of A3 (top strand). In the paired structure, the guanidium group of Arg-2 hydrogen bonds to a water molecule, which in turn contributes hydrogen bonds to the 0 2 atoms of two thymidines: one at base pair 3 of the bottom strand and one at base pair 4 of the top strand.
The Dimer Interface
The paired Gin-50 homeodomain binds to the P3 site with 180-fold cooperativity, suggesting that binding of the first homeodomain increases the binding of the second by providing an interaction surface, by distorting the DNA, or by doing both. The two homeodomains do indeed interact when bound to the P3 site, resulting in the burial of -1000,&,2 of surface area (total for both homeodomains, calculated without the DNA, using a probe of radius 1.4 ,~). The N-terminal arm of one homeodomain approaches the N-terminus of helix II of the other (Figures l a and 5a ). There is a complementarity of shape and charge between residues 1-3 of one homeodomain and Ile-28 (the first residue of helix II) and Glu-42 (the first residue of the recognition helix) of the other homeodomain. The side chain of Ile-28 packs against the backbone of the N-terminal arm and the side chain of Arg-3 in the other molecule. In addition, the main chain carbonyl of residue I accepts a hydrogen bond from the main chain amide nitrogen of residue 28 of the other homeodomain. Arg-3 forms an intermolecular charged hydrogen bond with Glu-42, There is also a watermediated hydrogen bond between two residues of the recognition helices of the two homeodomains, Glu-42 and Arg-44. Finally, there is a direct, symmetrical hydrophobic contact between the methyl groups of Ala-43 on each of the homeodomains.
Specificity of the Cooperative Interaction on DNA
The ability to dimerize cooperatively on the P3 sequence is a specific property of the paired class of homeodomains (Wilson et al., 1993) . Comparison of paired class sequences (see Table 1 ) shows that variation occurs at positions 1 (glutamine, leucine, or lysine) and 2 (arginine or glutamine), and mutation in the paired Gin-50 homeodomain of Arg-2--,Ala does not prevent strong cooperative DNA binding (data not shown). This is consistent with the observation that it is the polypeptide backbone of these residues that mediates the contact with the other homeodomain. Residue 3 is conserved, but mutation of this resi- (Wilson et al., 1993) . P3 is the site utilized in the present crystallographic analysis, and P5 is a site that differs only by an insertion of 2 bp in the center of the palindrome. The paired Gin-50 homeodomain binds cooperatively to the P3 site, as shown by the relative abundance of the dimer versus the monomer on the P3 probe. The same protein on the P5 site only begins to bind dimerically after the majority of the probe has been occupied by one homeodomain, indicating lack of cooperativity on this site. The mutation of the conserved Ile-28 at the dimer interface abolishes cooperativity, as shown by the close resemblance of the DNA titration pattern of the paired Arg-28 homeodomain on the P3 versus P5 sites. The Arg-43 mutation likewise almost completely abolishes the cooperativity.
due to alanine also does not prevent strong cooperative binding (data not shown). The important interactions of residue 3 are therefore likely to be mediated by the main chain and the CJ~ position, which pack against Ile-28. Position 28 is conserved as a hydrophobic residue in paired class homeodomains. All paired class homeodomains possess a glutamic acid at position 42 and an arginine or lysine at position 44. These residues participate in an intermolecular water-mediated hydrogen bond. The conservation within the paired class of Ala-43 presumably relates to the hydrophobic contact between this residue and the corresponding residue in the second homeodomain. Most of the interactions between the two homeodomains are made by either main chain atoms or by the CI~ atoms of side chains, which all amino acids other than glycine possess. So why is the cooperativity confined to the paired class of homeodomains? Nearly all non-paired class homeodomains have side chains that can prevent the intimate association of two homeodomains, namely arginine residues at position 28, 43, or both. Replacement of either Ile-28 or Ala-43 with arginine abolishes cooperative binding by the paired Gin-50 homeodomain (Figure 5b ).
The Role of Conformational Changes in DNA Binding Cooperativity
The contact surface between the two homeodomains (Figure 5a) arises out of conformational changes in both the protein and the DNA. The N-terminal arm of the Antennapedia homeodomain (residues 1-7) is disordered in solution (Qian et al., 1989) . The crystal structure of the Oct-1 homeodomain, monomerically bound to DNA, shows a nearly identical conformation of the N-terminal arm as that in the dimeric paired structure beginning at residue 2, which strongly suggests that the binding of one paired class homeodomain to DNA brings about the arrangement of this half of the dimer interface.
The importance of conforrnational changes in the DNA can be seen by comparing the crystal structure of the paired homeodomain dimer bound to DNA with a model in which two homeodomains have been docked onto ideal B-form DNA (Figure 6a ). In the latter case, the two homeodomains could not contact each other (Wilson et al., 1993) . The deformation that allows them to interact is mainly a bend at the center of the palindrome, primarily due to positive roll and tilt at the steps from base pairs 5-7. Overall, the DNA is bent by 21 o (25 ° in the complex that is bisected by a crystallographic twofold axis). In contrast, the crystal structures of double-stranded DNA of the sequence CGATTAATCG (Quintana et al., 1992) and other sequences related to the P3 site show very small deviations from the ideal B form.
Most significantly, the conformational change in the DNA that underlies the cooperative binding interaction is not a consequence of the dimerization, but rather appears to result from a single homeodomain binding to one halfsite. This is inferred from the fact that engrailed, while binding as a monomer, brings about a similar conformational change in the DNA (Kissinger et al., 1990) . Figure  6b shows the result of structural alignment between one of the two TAAT motifs present in the P3 site in our structure with that of the engrailed-DNA structure and with ideal B-form DNA. The arrows pointing to the paired and engrailed DNA indicate the obvious deviation from ideal B-form DNA, which occurs in both of the homeodomain-DNA structures. The similarity of the distortion away from the ideal B form is most dramatic on the bottom strand (indicated by the same arrows). For this strand, at the position of the second, nonaligned TAAT half-site, the rms deviation in the position of sugar atoms between paired and engrailed is 1.4 ~,, whereas the analogous rms deviation between paired and ideal B-form DNA is 9.6 A. The top strand is also distorted away from the ideal B form in a similar way by paired and engrailed, but less dramatically. Very similar changes are brought about by the Mat~2, (b) compares the distortion in DNA seen in the paired homeodomain structure with that in the engrailed structure. Least-squares superimposition was used to align theTAAT motifs from one half-site of the current structure of the paired homeodomain (in green), of the engrailed homeodomain-DNA structure (in blue), and an ideal B-form DNA of the P3 sequence (in orange). The resulting precise alignment of the paired and engrailed homeodomains shows that these two homeodomains interact with the TAAT subsite in very similar ways. The bend in the DNA that occurs downstream of the TAAT site is very similar for engrailed, which binds to DNA as a monomer, and paired, which binds as a cooperative dimer.
Antennapedia, and Oct-1 homeodomains (Wolberger et al., 1991; Billeter et al., 1993; Klemm et al., 1994) . The conformational adjustments serve to increase the contact area between the homeodomain and DNA by causing the major groove of the DNA to close around the recognition helix. This effect results in a form of DNA classified as Beg-DNA (enlarged groove), the formation of which accompanies the binding of many diverse proteins to their DNA recognition sites (Nekludova and Pabo, 1994) . Curiously, the paired class homeodomains that possess a serine at position 50 (but not those possessing a glutamine or a lysine) can bind with almost equal affinity and cooperativity to two different DNA sequences, P3 (the subject of this study, TAATYNRATTA) and P2 (TAATYRA-TTA). Simple modeling based on either the engrailed DNA or the paired DNA structures shows that the two homeodomains would penetrate into each other on the P2 site. This strain could be relieved by a return toward ideal B-form DNA. Further structural work will be required to understand the influence of position 50 on the spacing preference.
A Conserved P3 Sequence in Eye-Specific Gene Promoters
All four Drosophila melanogaster rhodopsin genes share an element, just upstream of the TATA box, that conforms to the P3 consensus (the RCSI site; see Table 3 ) and that is necessary for proper rhodopsin expression (Mismer and Rubin, 1989; Fortini and Rubin, 1990) . In Drosophila, mouse, and humans, pax-6 is required for normal eye development (see Quiring et al., 1994) , and Halder et al. (1995) have suggested that pax-6 may directly regulate the rhodopsin genes in Drosophila. Consistent with this, Czerny and Busslinger (1995) have recently shown that the optimal binding site for the Pax-6 homeodomain is the P3 site, on which it binds cooperatively, and that the P3 site is sufficient to mediate transactivation by Pax-6 in cell culture. The P3 site is also present in the rhodopsin proximal promoters from several other organisms, including human, and in several other eye-specific genes (Table 3) . This suggests that the regulation of rhodopsin and other eye-specific genes by pax-6 is conserved in evolution and may be directly mediated by the P3 binding sites.
Conclusions
Short TAAT-containing target sequences bound by isolated homeodomains are insufficient to mediate functional specificity. Homeodomain proteins must therefore augment their interaction with DNA to discriminate between target sequences. The discovery that paired (Pax) class homeodomains preferentially bind as cooperative dimers to palindromic DNA sequences, composed of two inverted TAAT motifs, showed that the homeodomain is capable by itself of recognizing longer, i.e., more specific, DNA sequences. The structure presented here, when compared with the structures of homeodomains in solution or bound monomerically to DNA, shows how the binding of one paired class homeodomain to one of the TAAT sequences in a palindromic target site can result in the preparation of a recognition surface for the formation of a cooperative ternary complex with a second homeodomain protein, encoded by either the same or a distinct gene. The identification in the promoters of eye-specific genes of these palindromic sites that have been conserved through Fortini and Rubin, 1990) See GenBank accession number Z23136) see Zack et al., 1991) see Zack et al., 1991) see Mismer and Rubin, 1989) see Mismer and Rubin, 1989 ) (Hyde et al., 1990) The presence of the P3 site in the.promoter sequences of eye-specific genes. The P3 site, derived from optimal binding selections (Wilson et al., 1993) is shown on top, as is the DNA sequence used in the present study. 
Experimental Procedures
Protein and DNA Preparation A fragment of the paired cDNA, encoding 17 amino acids N-terminal to the homeodomain, the homeodomain itself (60 amino acids), and 4 amino acids C-terminal to the homeodomain, was inserted into the pAR3038 vector (Treisman et al., 1989) . The three point mutations (one cysteine to serine change 12 amino acids N-terminal to the homeodomain, one cysteine to serine change at position 4 of the borneodomain, and the serine to glutamine substitution at position 50) were created by PCR. This homeodomain, like the construct lacking the 17 amino acids upstream of the homeodomain (Wilson et al., 1993) , binds with high cooperativity to the P3 sequence. Protein was expressed in Escherichia coli and induced as described (Treisman et al., 1989) . Harvested cells were resuspended in 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.8), 200 mM KCI, 5 mM EDTA, 10 mM benzamidine (Sigma), 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, Kodak), and lysed by sonication. The homeodomain was purified chromatographically on a heparin sulfate column followed by a Mono S column (Pharmacia). DNA preparation was as described (Ferr~-D'Amar~ et al., 1993) .
Crystallization
Numerous crystal forms of the paired Gin-50 homeodomain bound to different DNA duplexes were obtained from initial screens, but none diffracted to sufficiently high resolution. As suggested to us by C. Pabo, disulfide formation between homeodomains, which we found to occur rapidly (less than 1 day) in hanging drops, even in the presence of 50 rnM dithiothreitol, was probably at least partially responsible for this. Mutation of the two cysteines (see above) to serines did not affect the cooperative DNA binding to the P3 site. The best crystals were obtained from a complex of the homeodomain with the DNA duplex shown in the Results section. Equal volumes of the complex and the mother liquor (100 mM Na acetate [pH 5.5], 20 mM NaCI, 40 mM MgCI2, 19o/0 [w/v] polyethylene glycol 1000) were mixed, and crystals grew spontaneously to large dimensions (0.3 mm x 0.4 mm × 0.5 mm) within 1 week at 4°C. To protect them against freeze-induced damage, a final concentration of 13% ethylene glycol (Fluka) was introduced slowly (2% increments over 30 min). These crystals were scooped into a small nylon loop and then flash cooled in a stream of nitrogen gas at 100 K.
Structure Determination and Refinement
The cr=ystals (space group C2221, a = 72.21 A, b = 146.89 ,~, c = 77.23 A) diffract X-rays somewhat anisotropically, but data could be measured at all angles to at least 2.0 A. All data were collected on a Rigaku R-Axis IIC and were reduced, merged, and scaled (Table 4) using the programs DENZO and SCALEPAC (Z. Otwinowski, personal communication) . Replacement of single 5-methyl groups on thymidine bases by iodine atoms yielded heavy atom derivative crystals (Table  4) . For each derivative, a total of three sites were identified, and were refined using the program HEAVY (Terwilliger and Eisenberg, 1983) . The three sites could be explained by assuming that there are 1.5 DNA duplexes in the asymmetric unit. The central base pair of the DNA sequence used is the center of a pseudotwofold axis of symmetry. In one of the DNA molecules, a crystallographic twofold axis coincides with the pseudotwofold axis at the center of the duplex, leaving only half a duplex in the asymmetric unit and resulting in twofold averaging. The other DNA duplex lies completely within the asymmetric unit, but is averaged noncrystallographically about the central base pair. Within one unit cell, three DNA duplexes (the crystallographically averaged one at the center, flanked by the intact ones) form a pseudocontinuous DNA helix. This pseudocontinuous helix is somewhat misaligned with respect to the crystallographic axis and, therefore, does not extend beyond the edges of the unit cell.
A formal possibility that is raised by the twofold averaging of the DNA is that electron density corresponding apparently to two homeodomains per DNA duplex could arise from twofold averaging of a DNA duplex bound asymmetrically by a single homeodomain. In that case, the electron density corresponding to the protein should be reduced in intensity to approximately half that expected for full occupancy at each binding site. Compelling evidence that the crystallographic structure corresponds to two protein molecules bound to each DNA duplex is provided by two observations. Electron density features corresponding to the protein in the initial MiR electron density maps are comparable in intensity to that observed for the DNA (Figure 7 ). In addition, the final refined B factors are lower on average for the protein (35 .~2) than for the DNA (43 .~2), indicating that there are two well-ordered protein molecules bound to each duplex. The outer shells for the native and derivative data sets are from 2.07-2.00 ,g, and 2.59-2.50 ,~,, respectively. R,ym = Z:ll -<l>l/ZI, where I = observed intensity, <1> = average intensity from multiple observations of symmetry-related reflections. Rderiv = ~'ll FpHI -iFPII/~lFPI, q FPI = protein structure factor amplitude, IFP, l = heavy-atom derivative structure factor amplitude• Phasing power = rms(iFHI/E), where IFnl = heavy atom structure factor amplitudes and E = residual lack of closure. Rms bond length and rms bond angle are the rms deviations from ideal values. Rms AB is the rms difference between temperature factors of covalently bonded atoms. The numbering for the iodine positions corresponds to the base number in the duplex as it is shown in the Results and Discussion section, where the numbering starts at the 5' end of the top strand and ends at the 3' end of the bottom stand (this is a different numbering system from that used in the text).
The MIR electron density map, calculated using data from 15.0 to 2.5 ,&, resolution, was modified using solvent flattening and histogram matching (Zhang and Main, 1990) . The modified MIR electron density map was of excellent quality ( Figure 7) , with strong density for all 60 amino acids of each homeodomain and for all of the DNA duplex. The engrailed homeodomain structure (Kissinger et al., 1990) and an ideal B-form model DNA of the sequence used in the crystallization (built using the program QUANTA, Molecular Simulations) was fit roughly into the modified MIR electron density map and extensively rebuilt manually and refined using the programs "O" (Jones et al., 1991) and XPLOR (Bringer et al., 1990 ) and the protein parameters of Engh and Huber (1991) . DNA parameters were modified from XPLOR (S. K.
",J'\-"" f \ /:~-f" " 1:16 The map is contoured at 1.4~ (blue) and 3.0~ (red). The identities of four amino acid. residues are indicated. P6 and P7 are phosphates at position 6 and 7, respectively, on the bottom strand of the DNA.
Burley and K. Clark, personal communication). The free R value (BrLinger, 1993) was used to monitor all stages of the refinement. From the beginning of the refinement, charges on the phosphates and the side chains aspartate, glutamate, histidine, arginine, and lysine were set to zero, and at the end of the refinement all partial charges were also set to zero. Thus, no hydrogen bonding terms entered into the empirical force field during the final phases of refinement. The entire data set was modified by an overall anisotropic B-factor tensor, which reduced the R value by 1% (Bll = -6.3, B22 = 2.2, B33 = 4.1 in B factor units). Near the end of the refinement, when the free R was 0.270, the reflections that had been used to calculate the free R were included in the refinement to yield the final model, which has an R value of 0.197, using all reflections with I/~1 > 1.0, from 6.0-2.0 ,~. Water molecules were added where significant (>3o) peaks in I IFolIFoll electron density maps could not be accounted for by protein or DNA features and when such positions allowed reasonable hydrogen bonding to other parts of the model. All water positions were verified by inspecting simulated annealing omit maps (Hodel et al., 1992) . To accommodate the twofold averaging of the DNA duplexes, a twinned model was used at the positions where rotation around the pseudotwofold axis of the DNA resulted in a purine:pyrimidine base pair being replace by a pyrimidine:purine base pair (only the central and terminal bases were affected by this). The final model includes the entire DNA sequence and residues of the homeodomain from -1 to 64, 1 to 58, and 2 to 57 for the three homeodomains, respectively. The 16 amino acids preceding the -1 position of the homeodomain are completely • disordered in all of the proteins observed in this structure. No alternate side chain conformers were used for the proteins.
Gel Mobility Shift Experiments
All variants of the paired homeodomain included the entire 60 amino acid motif defined as the homeodomain, plus one residue upstream and four downstream. The Arg-43 paired homeodomain possesses the wild-type serine at position 50 (which reduces the cooperativity by 4-fold compared with the Gin-50 homeodomain; Wilson et al., 1993) , and the Arg-28 paired homeodomain possesses a glutamine at position 50. Protein extracts were prepared and mobility shift experiments were performed as described (Wilson et al., 1993) . The concentration of labeled DNA in all experiments was 5 nM. The reaction buffer was composed of 15 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 60 mM KCI, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.25 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 0.5 mM PMSF, 100 #.M benzamidine, 50 #.g/ml poly(dl-dC), 0.05% NP-40, and 7.5% glycerol. The amount of protein extract used in this paper did not produce any detectable band retardation on a nonspecific DNA probe. For the gel shown in Figure 3c , the ratio of the binding affinity constant, Ka, for one site relative to the other (for a single protein) was calculated as the ratio of the ratios bound/unbound for the two probes being compared, at a single protein concentration. This ratio is therefore the relative affinity of one homeodomain for the two probes. Cooperativity is defined as being the K~ for the second binding event divided by the Ka for the first binding event and was evaluated as described (Wilson et al., 1993) . The top strands for the DNA probes referred to in the text are as follows: P3, 5'-CCTGAGAATAATCTGATTACTGTACA-3'; P5, 5'-CTGAGAATAATCTGTGATTACTGTAC-3'; TAATCA, 5'-CCTGAGT-GTAATCACCTGCACGG-3'; TAACGA, 5'-CCTGAGTGTAACGACCT-GCACGG-3'. For each probe, the bottom strand anneals to all but the first base and itself has a single base at the 5' end that does not anneal to the top strand.
